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FUEL SAVINGS IN THE HEAVY TRUCKING
INDUSTRY THROUGH COOL STORAGE

Contract DE-FGO 1-89CE15449

ABSTRACT

Overnight idling wastes considerable amounts of fuel, contributes
to noise and air pollution and adds significantly to trucker's
operating costs. Costs are increased because of both the fuel
wasted and the additional maintenance required on the engine as a
result of extended idling_ In winter, idling not only allows a
resting driver to keep warm but prevents cold weather battery,
fuel gelling and engine starting problems. In the summer, howev-
er, the only reason for overnight idling is to keep the sleeper
compartment habitable for the resting driver and diesel engine
idling to accomplish this is a massive overkill.

A novel, patented, cool storage system has been developed by the
Instatherm Company. This system allows comfortable summer rest-
ing conditions for the driver without having to idle the engine
or having to start or run any other auxiliary engine. The oper-
ating principle is very straightforward -- store "cool" from the
truck air conditioning system, while the vehicle is driven on the

highway and to use this stored "cool" to air condition the sleep-
er compartment while the driver rests.

The DOE program, funded through a DOE/National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Energy-Related Inventions Award, was
designed as a follow-on to a program to develop an engineering
prototype for the system. Prior programs were supported by the
North Carolina Technologica) Development Authority and the Insta-
therm Company. The DOE funded activities were structured so as
to complete the evaluation of the engineering prototype, then
design and fabricate a production prototype for the system.

The progressive goals of these integrated programs have_een
achieved. Production prototype test units (BUNK COOLER_L'I) have
been in operation in several fleets, since the beginning of the
1990 air conditioning season, and have yielded excellent results.
Eight hours of comfortable overnight sleep is routinely achieved
during the hottest months in the Southern States. Invariably,
the BUNK COOLER equipped trucks are the only quiet vehicles in a
sea of polluting, noisy, fuel wasting vehicles, "idling the night
away" at truck stop rest areas.
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FUEL SAVINGS IN THE HEAVY TRUCKING
INDUSTRY THROUGH COOL STORAGE

Contract DE-FG01-89CEI5449

BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Air conditioning systems typically deliver cold/dehumidified air

at temperatures ranging from 40-60°F, depending on the particu-

lar application. Direct cool storage from such air conditioning

systems is generally very difficult since storage technology is

usually directed towards ice formation or sensible heat removal

from water tanks. Ice formation requires specialized cooling

equipment, not typically associated with air conditioners, and is

energy inefficient because of the low temperature requirements.

Sensible heat removal from water tanks can be achieved at air

conditioning temperatures, but at 8-10 times the weight of stor-

age material as compared to ice. Sensible heat storage is typi-

cally used in large buildings where swimming pool sized storage

tanks can be economically constructed.

A class of compounds termed gas hydrates or clathrate hydrates

has been known for over a hundred years but has found only limit-

ed use. These compounds are ice like in nature, which is under-

standable since 70% of their make-up is water, with the remaining

30% being in the form of clathrate forming gas. Many of these

clathrate forming gases are readily available and non-toxic.



The interesting characteristic of these clathrates is thac they

freeze at well over 32°F and have heats of formation in the 120

Btu/lh range. This is close to the latent heat of fusion of ice

at 144 Btu's/lb. The above baseline characteristics for gas

clathrates make them ideal candidates for phase change cool

storage directly from operational air conditioners.

The development, by the Instatherm Company, of an innovative cool

storage system, U.S. patent _4,922,998 issued May 8 th 1990, has

led to a very practical small tube method for using clathrates in

cool storage. This method involves packaging the clathrate

forming cool storage material in sealed, mass produced, aluminum

tubes. These tubes are presently manufactured to contain pres-

surized gas mixtures and are fully approved for consumer use.

The use of a multiplicity of these tubes provides extensive

surface contact area and allows direct air-side mounting of the

cool storage module in the a/c cold air duct. This methodology

forms the basis for an economical cool storage technology with

many applications. Fig. 1 shows a generic phase diagram for gas

clathrates. A tabulation showing the upper invariant points for

a selected group of gas clathrates is shown in Table I. The

upper invariant point is of most significance, since it is at

this point that decomposition and (theoretically) formation

occur.
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Gas Clathrate Phase Diagram

Upper Invariant Point
Temperature (°C) Pressure (psig) Formula Name

8 3 -6 CCI3F CFC II
8 3 0 CHCI2F HCFC 21
9 9 40 CHBrFo HBFC 22BI
12 1 48 CCI2F_. CFC 12
12 1 19 S02 Sulfur Dioxide
13 i 19 CH3CCIFo HCFC 142b
14 7 7 CH3Br _ethyl Bromide
14 9 48 CH3CHF 2 HFC 152a
16 2 67 Cyclopropane
16 3 97 CHCIF 2 HCFC 22
17 9 27 CH2CIF HCFC 31
20 5 57 CH3CI Methyl Chloride
22.8 103 C2H5 F HFC 161

Table I.

Upper Invariant Points for selected Gas Clathrates

Ref. Davidson, D.W. "Clathrate Hydrates," Water - A comprehensive
treatise, ed. Felix Franks, Vol II, Plenum Press, N.Y. 1973



The above table is by no means a complete listing, but it is

illustrative of the variety of gases for which clathrates are

known. The preponderance of fluorinated compounds in the list-

ing is deliberate, since these materials are _enerally very low

in toxicity, are usually readily available and form excellent

clathrates. While the universal availability of a number of the

fully halogenated chlorofluorocarbons, CFC's makes them good

clathrate candidates, the non-fully halogenated chlorofluorocar-

bons fluorocarbons (HCFC's), and the fluorocarbons themselves

(HFC's), that make up the bulk of the fluorocarbons in Table i,

will become the fluorocarbons of choice for clathrate formation

well before the mid 1990"s. The reason for this is that Interna-

tional protocols have been recently enacted that will curtail

production of several fully halogenated CFC's (such as CFC 12,

presently found in most consumer and automobile a/c systems)

because of ozone concerns. The anticipated replacement for CFC

12 is HFC 134a and this material forms a clathrate with an upper

invariant point of approximately 100C. At the present time this

material has limited availability and is expensive.

ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE

Module Evaluation

Three of four modules, that make-up the engineering prototype,

were completed prior to the start of this DOE program. The

fourth module required repackaging, because of inadequate insula-



tion =.,_-,-._thls' was accomz,_ished under the DO_. pr,-_gram._ The m:,dui_._

contalns ._J$, 1 diameter x ,4 long copper tubes fabricated, in-

house, from 005" thick copper sheet. A phot_ograph of a comi_-!et-

ed 38 tube module (SO00 Btu capacity) is shown below in Fig. 2.

Fig. ,_°
3,0C0 Btu Engineering Module

A test station, based on a standard laboratory type cooling bath

and a heater core to provide the liquid to air heat. e,:,_hangle, was

fa_,ricated to facilitate the bench testin_i of individual modules.

This bench testing showed the following.:

While clathrate could be readi!)' formed in the module at 42°F

inlet air temperature when the nucleators were activated, clat.h-

_o Frate formation would not occur at even 3_ inlet air without

such activ-_tion. The lowest air temperature, generally achieva-

ble on vehicle A/C systems, ranges between 38 & 42°F thus the



requirement for nucleators for each of the tubes is mandatory.

A solid clathrate pack was evident in most of the tubes in a

module within 2 to 3 hours from the start of the charging proc-

ess. A solid pac_ was determined by an inability to move the

nucleators.

Discharge capacity, for the 38 tube module, was determined to

be between 2,700 and 3,000 Btu's.

Cooling Capacity Required for Truck Sleeper Compartment

Two modules were selected as being sufficient to determine the

cooling requirement for truck sleeper compartments on (I) hot

sunny days, (2) hot partially sunny days, and (3) hot summer

evenings. On a use basis, the summer evening requirement is by

far the most important since drivers schedule most of their

extended rest periods in the evening.

Frior to the actual in-sleeper testing, a suitable end cap and

manifold system had to be fabricated to assure uniform air flow

from a single blower through the two modules. With the vehicle

battery as the power source, a simple resistance speed control

was also fabricated. This controller allowed control of the air

flow through the modules at between 30 and 70 cfm.

All cooling capacity tests were done on Class 8 Volvo/GM Integral

Sleepers, owned by the Cone Mills Corporation. These tests were

done with the truck parked at the Cone Transportation Center in

Greensboro, N.C. and the modules charged in the laboratory prior





ature was held at an air flow rate of 39 cfm and a steady outlet

temperature from the cool storage array of 58°F. On this basis

two modules will be more than sufficient evening and overcast

daytime requirements but a full 4 module system will be necessary

if full sun use is to be encountered often. A marketing decision

is necessary here, taking into account cost and end use patterns.

In the course of the above testing, some driving was done with

the modules mounted directly on the bunk. Movement of the mod-

ules was very evident and no simple means could be identified to

hold down these modules while installed in this way. This neces-

sitated a redesign of the packaging arrangement, for baggage

compartment mounting, prior to in-truck clathrate formation

testing.

Repackaging of Engineering Unit

A Class 8 Volvo/GM Integral Sleeper, owned by Cone Mills Corpora-

tion of Greensboro, North Carolina was selected as the vehicle to

conduct the road testing. This vehicle was of the conventional

type (Class 8 trucks come in two truck body styles, cabover and

conventional) and had a separate evaporator and heater core for

the sleeper box heating and cooling. Secondary evaporators and

heaters for the sleeper box are becoming common in the newer

vehicles. This situation makes control of cold air flow to the

cool storage module on charge somewhat easier, as cold air flow

is not greatly influenced by the cab settings selected by the

driver.

8
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Four coo! =_._,z=g_ m-_du_es were =tacke: "- .h,:_-,- _?,-_- in-'_: 'az'-'-

in tl,e_ truck as sh,:,_'nir: Fig. 4

FiE.-.

Module S<.acking Arrangement

" ,-,_-+i_< mani_.-,l_--- were fabricated frc,r{,I/IC"_n_.--_ul-a_...Jinl _ an,z __ .........

r)_7-,=Lee<. and I '" st.yrof,-,am Insu=_,,n Since %h_- seal b_tw_n

• * " d _ n ] - 'the manzfolds and the modules r<,_=ine _ _y _r, at a fe_" inches

of head, closed cell weat herpr,:,,z,fing; stril--,tape was used to make

t.h":_-seal. F-:'.andin[was used t.,:,ho]d t)_e modules together at,d, t,:,

}-,,<:.ldrh< inlet and outlet manifolds in place. With the inlet

m.-_-_nifoldattached air flow distributor ion between the mz.du!es _:a._=

measured. This flow distribution wa.s as fo' lows.



Air Flow (CFM) Through Each Module

Total Flow CFM

(1) (2) (3) (4)

11.2 9.9 9.4 !0.5 41

I 16.2 13. 3 13.3 16. 1 59
J 23.8 21.2 20.3 23.8 89
I

ii
|
| Modules ('2) and (3) were on the inlet side of the pack and at

i the 89 cfm total flow rate carried 47% of the total flow with
| modules (I) and (4) carrying 53,%. No additional flow balancing
i
i

! was deemed necessary. Fig. 5 shows the four modules plus inlet
dR

| and outlet manifolds in position.

'li

Fig. 5
Modules plus Manifolds
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The class $ sleeper truck used for the on-the road test is sh:,wn

in Fig. 6

,,

|.

Fig. 6

Volvo / GM Integral Sleeper

The modules were stacked individually in the baggage comp.=rtment

of this truck then banded together. The end manifolds were. also

b_.nded into posit, ion. Truck components undergo severe vibration

a_d r_.otion when on the road, but siml.,le banding was sufficient tc,

maintain integrity of the pack and m._r_ifolds throughout the road

tesi. A photograph shov:ing the coo! storage unit, installed in

t}-:<-bagg;._g. compartment is shown iri Fig. 7

V
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Curtain Sleeper

Compartment Louvers

_attress

!
I \\ " A/C"k .-- I Hea&er Coils

Sleeper Blower L '' " "'" ' / ....

\
Cool Storage System

Fig. 8
Schematic of Installed Cooled Storage Unit

The road testing covered a 54 hour trip from Greensboro - Nash-

ville - Memphis - Nashville - Greensboro in October 1989. Over

this time period the cool storage system was on charge for a

total of 16 hfs and provided cooling for 15.8 hrs. This cooling

was provided during separate 8.6 and 7.2 hour sleeping cycles.

Typical charging conditions showed approximately 44°F inlet air

temperature to the cool storage system and 52°F outlet tempera-

ture from the unit. Typical discharge temperature from the unit

was 58°F throughout the sleeping period. On the second sleep

cycle, the ambient temperature fell below 55°F after 4.2 hrs. At

this point the unit started to function as a 55°F heater and it

did this for the final 3 hfs of the 7.2 hr discharge. Testing ,0n

cool evenings does not give capacity data for the unit and this

will have to await warmer weather. However, the charge data was

13



fairly typical since daytime temperatures in the cab get well

over 85°F and a/c was required. This testing confirmed the

ability of the clathrate system to store "cool" from the vehicle

a/c unit and deliver this stored "cool" to the sleeper compart-

ment when needed. As an added bonus clathrate was shown to form

very well as the air cooled off and the unit performed as a low

grade heater. Capacity was the only data lacking from the in-

vehicle testing but this had been established earlier and the

production prototype program was therefore initiated.

PRODUCTION PROTOTYPE COOLING SYSTEMS

Sizin_ of Production Prototype Units

The in-vehicle and road tests, involving the engineering test

unit installed in a Class 8 Volvo/GM Integral Sleeper Truck,

indicated a considerable difference in the cooling requirements

for daytime and evening use for the sleeper box. Daytime re-

quirements being more than double that required for the evening

usage. Examination of driver use patterns showed that while

sleeper boxes were occasionally used during the day, the predomi-

nant long term use, greater than. 95% was for evening sleeping.

As a result of the above, the cool storage unit was sized to

handle the eight hour evening sleeping requirement. It should

also be noted that the cool storage system is simply an accessory

to the sleeper cooling system and that at any time the standard

sleeper cooling system can be operated with the truck engine

idling. The production prototype cool storage unit was therefore

II,i 14



sized in the 7,000 - 8,000 Btu range as opposed to the 12,000 Btu

for the engineering prototype system.

Production Prototype Fabrication

Thin walled copper tubing, that was used in the engineering

system, was not found to be commercially available, nor were

production techniques available at tube fabricators to produce

such a product. In fact, the lap seal soldering technique, that

the Instatherm Company had developed for the 005" walled copper

tubes, was of itself of interest to the tube fabricators. Be-

cause of the product development required, copper tubes were

shelved in favor of i" diameter x 6" long aluminum canisters,

production coated with a barrier layer. Suppliers for both the

canisters (Peerless Tube) and the closure valves (Bespak) were

identified and the components ordered. It should be noted that

even here the 6" long tube was 50% longer than the 4" standard

canister on the market. Peerless tube felt that the 6" version

was possible using standard industrial practice and they were

successful in producing this product.

Clathrate studies continued with a view to raising the nucleation

temperature and the equilibrium temperature for the phase change

material. Using mixtures of HCFC's nucleation temperatures in

excess of 50°F were achieved with phase change temperatures

between 54°F and 60°F. Filling techniques were also developed to

allow a consistent fill for the small tubes.

A simple insulated box, occupying 2.3 cubic feet in volume was

esigned to hold the cool storage array. A test model of this

container was built in the workshop while drawings were submitted

II 15



to local fabricators for quotations. A local fiberglass company

(Tri-State) was selected to fabricate a test unit. A second

approach, with respect to an insulated container to hold the cool

storage arrays, was to use a suitably sized ice chest. A reason-

ably good fit was found in a 54 quart Coleman ice chest. This

chest appears to be suitably sized for a number of installations

and will hold the required number of phase change tubes. Howev-

er, measurements taken on variety of sleeper trucks indicates a

desirable goal of less than a 121/2 '' height for the insulated

array containers. The height goal is readily achievable for the

purpose made units but has not been found in any suitable sized

ice chest located to date. Even the Coleman ice chest is I" too

large to meet the height goal. Purpose made containers will cost

more than production ice chests but will probably be required for

widespread utilization.

Manufacture of Production Prototypes:

The selection of 6" long x i" diameter seam free aluminum canis-

ters, suitable for mass production and high rate filling tech-

niques, necessitated the development of a small scale production

line to both simulate the large scale manufacturing processes and

allow the limited production necessary for the evaluation pro-

gram. This filling line was established and was capable of

producing 900 or more filled tubes per day. At 450 tubes per

completed cooling system this line was more than adequate to

handle the production prototype requirements. Two assembly

technicians were required for this filling line.

Timing constraints necessitated the use of a 54 quart ice chest

-i
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__s the insulated tc,:.::-:_._<J the ¢',rst c,z,: .- - -

• %-,.... were ordered from a
from the line. Purp:se made fi[_erg!ass L,_,..<= -

local supplier, and these boxes were tc.,be used for prc,duction

Frotot.vpe two onward- = .

__i___,{,_ .__Cool Ctc,ra,&_., _ _e_-

_ _ -= ld i:-;a supp:,rtin= = fr,s_mew,-_rk (_¢ithir, theWhile !oo=-e tab__, he

insulated cc,ntainer) is a possible pacl-ts_;in_ meth,z,d, %he uncer-

tainties of air flow tnrour-h such a pack is of concern. Practi-

_ *,_ bo- plus tapers nece=sar)"ca] tolerance limits on the insu_a_=_ ,,

for fabrication to[ether wi%L a reguirement to prevent vibratior,

bet.weell tubes, necessitate a more structured appr¢,ach. Individu-

al arra.vs of 150 tubes each were therefore fabricated as self-

supportin6: units. This _-as accomplished via an array pacl.-.in6

fixture. A photograph showing, several of these arrays is show in

Fi_.. 9.
_,,7,_,_ ......

!

Fi_E. 9
C,:,o 1 ing Arrays
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Shaped styrofoam inserts were installed in the major flow chan-

nels around the edges of the close packed array. These flow

channels would carry a disproportionately high air flow if left

open. Three arrays were then aligned within the insulated con-

tainer and firmly located in position with 1/8" foam rubber

packing and the unit sealed.

Air Flow Distribution & Balancing:

Before an operational system could be designed for integration

into a truck sleeper, air flcw characteristics within the cool

storage unit and through the associated ducting, needed to be

established. While the pressure drop characteristics of the

actual in-line 3 array module is fixed and invariant, the head-

ers, inlets, and feed ducting are variables that need to be

specified.

Flow testing revealed that with i. 2 °. headers at each end of the

insulated fiberglass box, and a 4" to 5" tapered inlet, the unit

had an overall pressure drop ranging from 0.9" of static water

head at 150 cfm to 0.2" of water at 60 cfm. Three inch diameter

flexhose added approximately 0. 05" of water head per foot at I00

cfm with each 90 degree bend adding a similar amount. The pres-

sure drop fell considerably when 4" flexhose was used, 0. 013" per

foot at i00 cfm and approximately 0.03" per 90 degree bend.

Three inch internal diameter swept tees added 0.3" of static

pressure when making the turn at 100 cfm and 0. 12" when flowing

through the tee without having to make the turn.

With a central flow inlet, a I._" header and only one array of

tubes in place, a scan wns made of the air flowing through



the ,_l-,a.unel_ created l..v rh.- ........ k(..fi .r, -ay ¢, . '

the e_,-'_ ",t ion c, _.... _ . _ th_- cer, tra] fi,=,w channel, air fl,:,_'s _'er,_ _ith_r,

plus or minus 14(.'$of each other. TLi.._= was considered acceptah, lc

,--onsidering thai the. additior, of the other two arrays would

furt]_c.r balance flows and thai the c,:,mi:,iicat.ion_. ,:,f addins _,dl-

t.ional f].o_ balancing, devices _ould yield minim-_i c,vera]! gains.

FABRICATION AND TESTING OF PRODUCTION PROTOTYI_E _]"

,L_t-_.nim_,Idmm

A photoglraph of the three thermal storage arrays use./ in pr,:,tc,-

type _< shc,_¢ in Fi_. o these arrays _.:ere ±.hen packa_e¢ lr, a _,

qu,.--_rt cooler as sh,_-,wn in Fig. i0. It, should be. noted aEain that

future p..roductior_ prot..t_typ,_s will utilize purpose made cases

rat]_er than %he abo\,e cc,oler. Air inlet and outlet openings were

cut int..,:,the cooler, a bl,:,wer attached an,J the lid sealed down.

fig. I0

Pre,tc,type cooler



The cooling system was tested for capacity in the laborator2.

Rocking the unit was used to simulate motion in the vehicle

although this could by no means duplicate the more vigorous

motion within a truck. Capacities of the order of 7,000 Btu's

were achieved, and nucleation occurred very readily. A charge /

cooling cycle is shown in Fig. II.
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Charging /Cooling Cycle
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The necessity of active nucleation is apparent from Fig. 12. In

this instance at inlet temperatures of 4.5°C, nucleation did not

occur until the nucleators were actuated. This nucleation is

seen at 420 minutes into the test with a sharp rise in outlet

temperatures. Following the lab testing, the unit was installed

in a 1987 Peterbilt sleeper truck, to provide some preliminary

installation and performance data.

Design of Overall System:

There are as many sleeper air duct arrangements as there are

truck models on the market and this presents a unique set of

problems in the design of an installation package for the cooling

system. Obviously it is highly desirable to have one cool stor-

age package that is universally applicable to sleeper trucks and

many designs were considered with respect to this goal. No

design fulfilled the above requirement completely, but a simple T

branching from the main duct to the sleeper, with flap valve

control of the air to the T and a flow through type blower on the

cooling unit (by flow through, it is meant a blower that allows

reverse air flow through it), with little back pressure, proved

to be the most versatile system design. A tubeaxial blower was

found to be the best compromise, to date, for the blower require-

ment although it's head limitations, while it is in the cooling

mode, require careful attention to ductwork pressure drops.



Freliminary -_c xfor_a/iC__.___:_

:n.,_llation of the test unit under the bunk of a !987 Peterbil<

truck, with walk in sleeper, was accomplished. The unit was

simply T'd into the sleeper outlet ductin6 from the truck cooling

system and a removable cap fabricated to cover the sleeper outlet

and duct cold air over the Instatherm Unit. With the cap re-

moved, a"r flow was allowed into the sleeper box either from the

existing cooling system cr from the Bunk Cooler when it's fan was

turned on. A simple on-off switch controlled the fan. Testing

in this manner required more driver Z,articipation than was de-

. • ._ _-___rabl_= for future un_ __.. rig. IS =_- =_: _ __,<,_o a photograph ¢,_ the

t.ruck used and Fig. 14 shows the unit installed undel the hunk

Fig. __
19°7 Pe_erbi!_., __ieeper Truck
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Fig. 14
' flY-,u,= I" _dlh[Inst insta _ led _ "_- k

. -*___ i_-== ,_<,,-ling
_r_it. ia _ results from on the road c,pera_ior_ indic_=_ ......

. • in_ at,le to kee;
perf.-.r_:,_r.c,:-, t h,_.r, .ar.tlczT.,_¢_-d +_._. _u_.t- Cr,,t. ler be

_he :r__- Line dr:ve.r ,--'omfor tabT_ for 3-4 hr _- on 8(.)'-'F evenin[s.-, v

..... -,_.r-ing
}{<,w£.ver, durin& this _nitia _ te_tin_ "h,- dri r-r we, p

. " - nd the =ieeper c,-,mpa,-t-
wit,}: t]_e - -_-:n pen between %r,= caL a - - -COl _ C, , -

_-_ng< f,-,_-c_-d to ,-,-,r,! t;.,-- _-,,:tiren..<-n:, t],._s the rSur-'k Cooler "_,_s _,-_-.............

,::at .... i_ s<.,.,:,_ as t.Le driver cl<_efi LL,-t. curtain for sleep periods,

t.}_< T.:,,:,.> Cor,]_r functioned exactly as planned. Zt. stored "cool"

" _r-.a,/c system and was. able t,:,
-rort, the cold air =id< of the vep,i,-'

kc,:.._t]..e dr=vet comforta,,=e at res._ _:%,,:.y.sfc,r u]:,to 8 h<,ur.c a_

, ursine'< tempe ..... - - _"" ..........

'" _ inc. At. th.=se re-<
%.;i%}_s,ut havin_ %o id _- the .,.,._::.]:--:_=r l e,':g

.

area_ , al _ the adjacen" trur'k- _enerz:_!Y h._- their e:_i_;es _6 in6
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to keep their respective drivers cool, both consuming fuel and

polluting the local environment. The above tests included a

successful evening rest period in mid-July in the Florida Panhan-

dle -- close to the worst case conditions the unit will have to

handle. Considering the fact that the Bunk Cooler was designed

for the smaller non-walk-in sleeper, the results were excellent.

The resul'_s confirmed the size, performance and practicality of

the unit and demonstrated its ability to eliminate excess idling.

System Control:

For the second production prototype onwards, a driver acceptable

control system needed to be developed. The use of a small tu-

beaxial blower on the Bunk Cooler, with its relatively low head,

necessitated control valves to be of low pressure drop, while

integration of such a valve into the ducting system necessitated

a compact valve. These two requirements tend to conflict with

one another. Through many iterations, an air deflector valve was

developed that met these criteria. This valve was 4 '° square in

cross section but had a variety of end adapters fabricated to

allow valve insertion into variously shaped ducts. The valve was

tensioned by a coil spring and a lever operated sheathed steel

cable was used to position the deflector plate in one of three

positions:

l. Bypass: where the flow is ducted away from the cool storage

system so that the standard vehicle system can be used.

2. Charge: when cold air from the vehicle system is ducted

through the Bunk Cooler to freeze the phase change material.
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S_Sleep: when air is cir<ulated thr<,ugh the Bunk Co,:ler t_, melt

the phase change material, and cool the bunk area.

Fan speed was controlleJ via resistors and a two, positi,_-,n switch,

providing 9 or 12 V t,-_,the blower. The 12 V setting w.-_,sneeded

in almost all cases tc, provide sufficient, air flow for the driv-

er. The required air f!,-,_<was in the 50 cfm range. At. a [,8 -

C0°F outlet, temperature from the Bun]< C¢,o!er, a thermc, stat does

nc,<_ appear %o be necessar:< for driver comfort.

A photograph of the. deflector valve and the control unit is sho_:n

irl Fig. 15.

Fig. 15
Deflector Valve & Control Unit
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I!']NAL PRODUCTION PROTOTYFES

While the DOE funds _ere e:<t_auzt, e.! with ti,,_ f_h.ricati_n e, nd _re-

lir;,in._ry testlng o_. the _irrt prc,du.r*_,t.n i-_,.,_,+yp£, pr.lvatr:

placement, funding Ficked up the ._'-__'= ; "[_.e.._,r, ana carried it. through

more e:.:i.ensive protolype fabrication and testing. As an e:,:ar:,y, le

of thi =_, Fi_. 16 _<hows this purpr,=r-__,_ m,:_,._,_insu._al,_-d_:ib,=r[la_=_ ,_.._.

encased unit and Fi[. 17 slows this unit installed in a I°90

P_.t.,=rbi]t. sleeper truc]-. This truck was cn a vehicle thal was cn

a _onf. term lease by. a pla=tics_, fabrica%<,r_ from a maj,-_'.,rer,%a!

c,<.r.,pany and was in daily operation. In Ft6:. 17 the unit i._ r',._t,unt-

,:..... ;un_..and the d_-f]e<

: 'e,n ly _r, ' _ " _ "valve. : = c_ _" er, rr,<,unted dzr,=,,_'ziy in'_.o- %,he a,"c _:ni% _'<wor.

" • ' L,- -L;The unit _s working e:<ce_tzonally well as can ,_,: seen fror: ....

• + _ da%a in apF, e,_tdi:.: i

Fig. 16
l:ine_l Produetion Protot_'pe
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Fig. !7

Final Pr,i, du,-'t_,-,n . __,_.,_- ....:.'_,- ._ -

CONCLUS ION

'?hr,-,ug}: an integrated Entrepreneur : }',,.:,rt.h Carc, l ina Tec}-,nolc, gica].

Lt,L.Veloprr, ent Auth,_,rity / DOE-NIST ,' _'rivate Flacement fur, ded

i.r,t,gram a viable cooling syst.em, that st.c,res cool directly from

air cc.nditic, ned air. has been d<.veloy,,:-d. Thi._ system will elimi-

nate the extremely wasteful and highly p,:,i,lut.i.l,gpl-act,ice of

i.dling truck diesel engines tc, 7,rovide cc,c,ling for a r,-_-stin[

driver -at.truck st..:,ps.
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